What others are saying!
What fun it is to be able to touch the definition of "hope" in the app and include it
in our conversations with friends and family. TK
So much gray out there these days, I am thankful for the truth, and this app. It sure
takes the drama out of the conversation. JT

I used the app just today as I spent time with a client of mine who wanted to meet
with me to tell me that she is going to divorce her husband who is a CEO of an oil
company here in town. She wanted me to counsel her as where to go from there. I
spent 3 hours with this lady and used the app constantly. I used the word
definitions to describe to her the Words of God. I didn't want to use my Words, but
God's. I used cross references too. The app helped to get her to reconsider her
decision. In the parking lot, she told me that I may have just saved her marriage. I
doubt very much that I did that. God used me and with the help of the app, I was
able to stay true to the words. I left thanking God for His Words and for the app as
my tool. SC
WoW and God is AWESOME! So cool. My friends love this! JH
My usual one-hour bible study turned into a two-hour festival of knowledge this
morning…thanks to You Discover Truth. I have already sent it out to several pastors
and will be announcing it on our Facebook and donor list. LG
I just wanted to thank you for this app. It is wonderful.
I have been studying Psalm 91 on vacation and was amazed to see 4 different
names of God in the first 2 verses, and it's soooo easy with the app. All names right
at our fingertips while on vacation. AN
Who would have thought? There is so much for me to learn by asking myself these
questions and digging in! I can now ask others the same thing without being
intimidated. DH
This will definitely make me a better leader for my group. This is so helpful and I'm
learning so much -- DG
This app has helped me a lot in understanding what the Scriptures say (having the
ability to define confusing words or looking at cross-references or the LIVE
questions). It has also helped me with note taking! I can now take notes as I'm

reading, as opposed to not taking notes at all if I forget my notebook. ZK

I showed the app to my husband a few days ago. God is working in this and I'm so
grateful. I will continue to tell people about it too! God bless you.
This app gives me a new horizon of possibilities. I used to need a bunch of books to
find information, now it’s all in one place. It has opened a new way for me to study
the Bible. I’m learning a lot. PK
We just went through Romans 4 again today.... so good for us to have this for our
Bible time for School -- and to have the opportunity to walk through it together as
a family is such a blessing. TK
I am loving this app. It’s opening a whole new world to the Word of God! Thank
you. JN
This is the first app that I have ever bought.....I feel blessed! CS
THIS IS FANTASTIC! I just pray my heart will slow down and listen to HIM..... and not
"my own predigested food" Thank you for your faithfulness and selfless decisions to
further the Gospel ....... it is amazing to see the LORD at work and the many hearts
that are opened to TRUTH......and how this APP will spur many onto faith and the
LIGHT! I can't thank you enough to keep the FOCUS where it needs to be! Getting
to KNOW GOD....... for THEMSELVES! I fear the time is short and the stakes are so
very high! ND
We used the app last night when we were doing a study for church on "behold
your God". We had scriptures to look up and when we looked at the Scriptures
there were words we wanted to have definitions of it was real handy to use the
app. Praise the Lord. SC
Having a blessed time doing this and learning lots, thanks. – LAG
We have become lazy in observing and trust our own interpretation as a result
even for the simplest things. We need this to guard against that and against our
own pride in our knowledge. Thank you! FD
This will me and my small group. -- DG

I am learning so much about the Lord, the history of Israel and their cry, sin
and what happens when a nation sins and is warned and time is up. So timely for
our times and for us (me !) personally. I am learning how to study the Word with no
external help, but the help of the Holy Spirit. LG
As a x-Muslim, I really needed logic and reasoning more than anything else first, in
order to believe. Thank you for embarking on a such an important work. The world
is going to be blessed by this app. SC
I so believe that what you are doing is desperately needed. KT
Can't imagine a church not wanting access to this to offer to their congregation. –
GC
You are a tremendous blessing to me and you don't even know it. So I'm telling you
now. This has begun opening my spirit up more and more in God's direction and
reminding me to stay focused on Him. The app does that. So please don't be
weary in doing good. DT
I had studied Judges before but not like this. It gave me a new perspective on
God's Word and what happens when we tolerate sin. FD
What I LOVE about this App
1- love to look up words in WD as I read
2- love knowing key words to look for
3- love scripture grouping to insure I don't take anything out of context
4- love being able to look at notes I made in reference to the verse which I
am reading a day later, a month later, a year later
5- love everything in one place - which helps me stay a bit more organized
6- love CR for key points is wonderful and so efficient!
7- love no more heavy lifting of books!!
Or squinting to see CR in bible
8- love the price. CS

